Method for identification of rigid domains and hinge residues in proteins based on exhaustive enumeration
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ABSTRACT

Many proteins undergo large-scale motions where relatively rigid domains move against each other. The identification of rigid domains, as well as the hinge residues important for their relative movements, is important for various applications including flexible docking simulations. In this work, we develop a method for protein rigid domain identification based on an exhaustive enumeration of maximal rigid domains, the rigid domains not fully contained within other domains. The computation is performed by mapping the problem to that of finding maximal cliques in a graph. A minimal set of rigid domains are then selected, which cover most of the protein with minimal overlap. In contrast to the results of existing methods that partition a protein into non-overlapping domains using approximate algorithms, the rigid domains obtained from exact enumeration naturally contain overlapping regions, which correspond to the hinges of the inter-domain bending motion. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on several proteins.

INTRODUCTION

Protein structures are dynamic and often undergo conformational changes in order to perform their functions. For example, there are many proteins that change conformations upon binding with ligands. When performing a docking simulation for such a protein, it is crucial to take the flexibility of the receptor into account.1–8 There are many proteins whose large-scale motions are described by relative movements of relatively rigid substructures, called the rigid domains. It is important to identify the rigid domains, and the hinge residues important for the inter-domain motion, in order to understand the large-scale motion of such a protein. A natural definition of a rigid domain is a subset of protein residues in which the distance between any pair of residues within this subset is fixed.9,10 This definition is also consistent with the standard definition of a rigid body in physics, and forms the basis for an alternative definition of protein domains.11 When multiple conformations for a given protein are deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB),12 then it is in principle straightforward to detect rigid domains by comparing these distinct conformations.

However, although many methods have been developed that compute rigid domains from multiple conformations,9,10,13–17 computations usually have been based on some approximations. One exception is Ref. [9], where the authors computed all the rigid substructures of human hemoglobin, a protein with a chain length of 42 amino acids, by comparing its oxy (1HHO) and deoxy (2HHB) forms. However, in the end, the authors concluded that such an exhaustive enumeration involves a prohibitively high computational cost for use
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as a general method and developed a rather ad-hoc heuristic method for identifying rigid domains. On the other hand, it is clear that any subset of a rigid domain is also a rigid domain, and therefore rigid domains fully contained within others are rather trivial and provide no useful information. Therefore, by restricting the analysis only to maximal rigid domains that are not proper subsets of other rigid domains, one can significantly reduce computational cost.

In this work, we develop a method for rigid domain detection called DAGR (Domain Analysis based on GRaph theory), based on the exhaustive enumeration of all the maximal rigid domains. The task is performed by mapping the maximal rigid domains to maximal cliques in graph theory, where we can utilize efficient and exact algorithms for identifying all the maximal cliques.\(^\text{18,19}\)

A set of rigid domains are then selected among the maximal rigid domains, which cover most of the protein with minimal overlap. The common residues of these domains are the hinge for the relative bending motion of the domains. This is in contrast to most of the previous methods\(^\text{10,13–17}\) that partition a protein into nonoverlapping rigid domains by deliberately removing information on overlapping regions.

The idea of graph theory has been used previously for analyzing protein motion,\(^\text{20}\) flexibility,\(^\text{21–28}\) and allostery.\(^\text{29}\) The clique concept in graph theory has also been applied to various topics in bioinformatics and chemoinformatics, such as gene clustering,\(^\text{30,31}\) ecological modeling,\(^\text{32}\) phylogeny,\(^\text{33}\) protein structure prediction,\(^\text{34}\) protein structure alignment,\(^\text{35}\) protein functions and interactions,\(^\text{36,37}\) and the classification of chemicals.\(^\text{38}\) However, the clique concept has not been utilized thus far for the computation of rigid domains in proteins.

In the following sections, we first elaborate on the method, and then demonstrate the performance of our method by applying it to several proteins in which rigid domains and hinge residues are successfully identified.

**METHODS**

**Exhaustive enumeration of maximal rigid domains using graph theory**

As explained earlier, a rigid domain is a subset of protein residues in which the distance between each pair of residues is invariant when two conformations are compared. Let us consider a protein of size \(N_s\), and define the distance between a pair of residues as the distance between their \(C_\alpha\) atoms. Because the inter-residue distances are real-valued quantities with limited precision, no two distances can be exactly equal. Therefore, two distances are considered as equal when the absolute value of their difference is less than a predefined cutoff \(d_{\text{cut}}\). Therefore, given two conformations \(A\) and \(B\) of a protein with \(C_\alpha\) coordinates \(\{r_i^A\}\) and \(\{r_i^B\}\) (\(i = 1, \ldots, N_s\)), a rigid domain is defined as a subset \(S = \{i_1, \ldots, i_k\}\) (\(k \leq N_s\)) where\(^\text{9,10}\)

\[
|| r_i^A - r_i^B || - | r_j^A - r_j^B | < d_{\text{cut}}
\]  

(1)

for all pairs \(i, j \in S\).

Some methods identify rigid domains of protein structures using the minimum root mean square deviation (RMSD) values of the coordinates.\(^\text{13–15,17}\) Although such a method will give the same results if the protein consists of ideal rigid domains, it has been shown\(^\text{9,10}\) that in the case of real proteins, the usage of the definition of the rigid domains based on inter-residue distances, Eq. (1), leads to more sensitive methods than those based on RMSD fit.

We now map the protein into a graph with \(N_s\) vertices, where each vertex represents a residue, and an edge exists between a pair of vertices if and only if the condition (1) holds for the pair. Then, a rigid domain corresponds to a subgraph in which all the vertices are connected with the other vertices. This is called a clique in graph theory. As mentioned earlier, we are interested in rigid domains that are not fully contained in others, so we compute cliques that are not proper subsets of other cliques. These are called maximal cliques.\(^\text{1}\) The terminology is summarized in Figure 1.

The algorithm for enumerating the maximal cliques of a given graph has been developed by Bron and Kerbosch.\(^\text{18,19}\) Combined with the efficient coding in C language where the set operations in the Bron–Kerbosch algorithm is implemented as bit-wise operators, the maximal rigid domains up to order of \(10^6\) can be easily generated within several seconds, as will be shown in the results section.

\(^{1}\)Maximal cliques are more general than maximum cliques, which are cliques with the maximum size. Maximum cliques and maximal cliques correspond to global and local maxima. Because the set of maximum cliques is a subset of the set of maximal cliques, the exhaustive enumeration of maximal cliques is a much more difficult problem than that of finding maximum cliques.
Selection of maximal rigid domains with maximal coverage and minimal overlap

The set of all the maximal rigid domains cannot be used directly, since there are usually too many of them with much redundancy, containing many similar maximal rigid domains with huge overlap that differ only by a few residues. Therefore, it is of interest to remove this redundancy and find a set of maximal rigid domains \(D_i\) \((i = 1, \ldots, n)\) that cover most of the protein with minimal overlap. That is, for a given value of \(n\), \(D_i\)s are selected so that the size of their union

\[ C \equiv \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} D_i \]  

is maximized. Among the domain set \(\{D_i\}\) with the same maximal size of \(C\), the set with minimal overlap is chosen, where the overlapping residues are defined as the union of common residues between each pair of the domains:

\[ H \equiv \bigcup_{i<j}(D_i \cap D_j). \]  

One of the difficulties of this procedure is that one usually does not know beforehand how many maximal rigid domains can result in satisfactory coverage of the protein structure, so \(n\) has to be found by trial and error. Furthermore, the computation time scales as \(O(N^n)\) where \(N\) is the total number of maximal rigid domains, so the procedure is computationally rather costly for large values of \(n\). Therefore, we constructed an approximate procedure in which the candidate domains are iteratively selected one at a time, with previously selected domains remaining fixed. Let us denote the union of all the maximal rigid domains selected after the \(k\)th iteration as \(C_k\), and their overlapping regions as \(H_k\), defined by Eqs. (2) and (3) where \(n\) is replaced by \(k\). At the next iteration, the maximal rigid domain \(D\) with the largest size of \(C \cup D\) is chosen, and among those with the same maximal size of \(C \cup D\), the one with the smallest size of \(H \cup (C \cap D)\) is selected. Because \(C = \emptyset\) at the beginning, the first domain selected is the one with the largest size. The iteration continues until satisfactory coverage is achieved. This iterative procedure is similar to the algorithm employed in RigidFinder\(^{10}\) where the largest rigid domain is searched and removed from the sequence iteratively. The main difference is that, in the event that more than one domain can be selected according to this criterion, the one with minimal size of the overlapping region is chosen in the current method, whereas the choice is rather arbitrary in the case of RigidFinder.

Additionally, note that the exact maximal rigid domains are obtained here, in contrast to RigidFinder where an approximate algorithm is employed.

The definition of the hinge as the overlapping region of rigid domains is not only natural but also provides useful information on the nature of inter-domain motion. For example, the absence of overlapping residues at a domain boundary implies that the motion cannot be described as a bending relative to this boundary, as in the case of a relative translational motion.

Postprocessing

Most of the previous methods for rigid domain detection\(^{10,15}\) perform some kind of coarse-graining so that the reported rigid domains are smooth, in contrast to the raw results of DAGR that contains short fragments and gaps (see Results). Therefore, for a close comparison with other methods, we also optionally performed postprocessing according to the prescription of RigidFinder\(^{10}\). We filled gaps and removed fragments of lengths less than four, where those with shorter lengths were treated before those with longer lengths, and gaps with a given length were filled before the fragments with the same lengths were removed. When performing the postprocessing, any sets of residues located >10 Å from each other in physical space are considered as separate domains.\(^{10}\)

Prediction of rigid domains via the generation of an alternative conformation

Although multiple conformations are needed to compute rigid domains, rigid domains also can be predicted from a single conformation,\(^{16,17,22,25,27,39–46}\) DAGR can be adapted for this purpose easily once fluctuations in the protein structure have been predicted, using methods such as normal mode analysis,\(^{16,17,39–41,43–45,47–83}\) or molecular dynamics simulations.\(^{46,84}\) Once a large-scale motion has been predicted, it is then straightforward to draw a graph of distance constraints and enumerate maximal cliques. Here, we employed a simple method of normal mode analysis, the elastic network model (ENM),\(^{52–83}\) Some earlier methods for rigid domain predictions used a simpler version of ENM, the Gaussian network model (GNM); in the GNM, only information about the inter-residue coupling strengths is used.\(^{41,53,54}\) To use the graph theory formalism that we developed, the predicted alternative conformation should be explicitly constructed.\(^{77}\) Therefore, we used an anisotropic network model (ANM),\(^{52,55}\) from which directions of motion for individual residues can be predicted. In this model, springs of equal strength are attached to each nonadjacent \(C_n\) pair, whose distances are closer than a given cutoff value. The cutoff value was set to 10 Å, which is similar to the cutoff values that have been used previously.\(^{41,45,77,78}\) Note that this cutoff includes adjacent \(C_n\) carbons, whose distances are almost fixed due to the rigidity of the covalent bonds. To implement this approximate invariance in length, we set the strength of the spring between adjacent \(C_n\) pairs as 100 times that of the other springs. A preliminary test suggested that the result
does not depend significantly on the precise value of this ratio (data not shown). Given that the equilibrium length of the spring is taken as the distance provided in the input structure, the input structure is the minimum of the potential energy by construction. Denoting the original position and the fluctuation of the \( i \)th \( C_{\alpha} \) atom as \( \mathbf{R}_i \) and \( \mathbf{r}_i \), respectively, the pairwise potential energy between the \( i \)th and \( j \)th position is

\[
E_{ij}(\mathbf{r}_i, \mathbf{r}_j) = \frac{k}{2} \left( |\mathbf{R}_i + \mathbf{r}_i - \mathbf{R}_j - \mathbf{r}_j| - |\mathbf{R}_i - \mathbf{R}_j| \right)^2
\]

\[
= \frac{k}{2} \left( \sqrt{|\mathbf{r}_{ij}|^2 + |\mathbf{r}_i|^2 + 2 \mathbf{R}_j \cdot \mathbf{r}_i - |\mathbf{R}_{ij}|} \right)^2
\]

\[
= \frac{k}{2} \left( \frac{\mathbf{R}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_i}{|\mathbf{R}_{ij}|} \right)^2 + O(|\mathbf{r}_i|^3),
\]

(4)

where \( \mathbf{R}_{ij} = \mathbf{R}_i - \mathbf{R}_j \). The large scale motion is then predicted from the slowest nonzero harmonic mode of \( V(|\mathbf{r}_i|) = \sum_{i < j} E_{ij} \) after accounting for the quadratic order of the expansion only.\(^{16,17,39,52,55–83}\) The diagonalization of a \( 3N_i \times 3N_i \) matrix is required for the computation of the harmonic modes, which is performed using EISPACK routines.\(^{85,86}\)

ANM provides only the mode of the fluctuation and not the amplitude; therefore, \( d_{\text{cut}} \) is not a natural parameter. In fact, if the lowest eigenvector of the Hessian is denoted as \( \mathbf{u} \), which is normalized so that \( |\mathbf{u}| = 1 \), then the fluctuation is \( \mathbf{r} = \epsilon \mathbf{u} \), where \( \epsilon \) is a very small but arbitrary amplitude. The inter-residue distance is considered to be invariant if and only if

\[
|R_{ij} + u_{ij} - |R_{ij}|| \approx \epsilon \frac{R_{ij} \cdot u_{ij}}{|R_{ij}|} < d_{\text{cut}},
\]

(5)

where \( u_{ij} \equiv u_i - u_j \) and again only the leading order of \( \epsilon \) is taken into account. Therefore, it is more convenient to define a dimensionless parameter \( \delta_{\text{cut}} \equiv d_{\text{cut}}/\epsilon \) so that the inter-residue distance is considered invariant if and only if

\[
\frac{R_{ij} \cdot u_{ij}}{|R_{ij}|} < \delta_{\text{cut}}.
\]

(6)

### RESULTS

**Maximal rigid domains versus all rigid domains**

The number of maximal rigid domains is much smaller than that of all possible rigid domains. As an extreme example, if \( d_{\text{cut}} \) is so large that all the inter-residue distances are considered as invariant, then there is only one maximal rigid domain corresponding to the whole protein structure, whereas there are a total of \( 2^{N_i} - 1 \) rigid domains if the subsets are considered as well, where \( N_i \) is the protein size. As a more realistic and concrete example, let us consider the human hemoglobin studied in Ref. 9, where the oxy (1HHO) and deoxy (2HHB) forms were compared with \( d_{\text{cut}} = 0.30 \), and the total number of rigid domains were reported according to their sizes. It has been concluded from the huge number of such domains that the exact counting is not feasible in general. Here we list the maximal rigid domains according to their sizes and compare with the number of all the rigid domains in Table I. We indeed see that the number of maximal rigid domains is much smaller than that of all the rigid domains, and that the exact counting of all the maximal rigid domains is indeed feasible for many proteins, as will be seen in the examples to follow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Maximal</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>114643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>343572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>808298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1520258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2311639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2861660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2895704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2398438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1623937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>894883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>398055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>141005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>38937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>16395539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of maximal rigid domains and all rigid domains of human hemoglobin are obtained from the oxy (1HHO) and deoxy (2HHB) forms with \( d_{\text{cut}} = 0.30 \), and the results are listed according to their sizes for comparison.

**Set of all the maximal rigid domains compared with minimal set of rigid domains with maximal coverage**

We illustrate the utility of our method by testing it on the protein LsrB, the quorum sensing receptor of *Salmonella typhimurium*,\(^{87}\) and the adenylate kinase (AK) of *Escherichia coli*. LsrB and E. Coli AK are proteins of chain lengths 314 and 214, respectively. LsrB is a periplasmic protein of the bacterium *S. typhimurium*, and it undergoes conformational transition upon the binding of the signal molecule. The structures of both the unbound (1TM2) and bound (1TYF) forms are deposited in the PDB, shown in Figure 2. Adenylate kinase of *E. coli* also
undergoes conformational change from open to closed form upon binding of adenosine monophosphate (AMP) and adenosine diphosphate (ADP). Both open (4AKE) and closed (2ECK) forms are deposited in PDB, shown in Figure 3. LsrB is considered to consist of two domains, whereas E. coli AK is considered to consist of three domains. However, the total numbers of maximal rigid domains are much larger than two or three for most values of $d_{\text{cut}}$, as discussed in the previous section. The numbers of maximal rigid domains for both of these proteins are plotted in Figure 4 as functions of $d_{\text{cut}}$, with an interval of 0.25 Å.

The graphs show a general trend toward a decreasing number of maximal rigid domains as the value of $d_{\text{cut}}$ increases, but whereas it is a monotonically decreasing function in the case of AK, that of LsrB shows some fluctuations especially for small values of $d_{\text{cut}}$, suggesting that there are fragmented short-scale inter-residue motions scattered throughout the protein. Eventually the number of rigid domains of LsrB becomes one at $d_{\text{cut}} = 8.00$ Å, where the whole structure is regarded as a rigid domain. For AK, this happens at a much larger value of $d_{\text{cut}} = 24.75$ Å, which is due to the fact that the conformational change of AK is much larger than that of LsrB, which is clear from comparing Figures 2 and 3. We see that the $d_{\text{cut}}$ value where the whole structure becomes a rigid domain is the effective scale of the conformational change: The conformational change of LsrB becomes invisible at the resolution of 8.00 Å, whereas that of AK is so large that it is visible unless the resolution is worse than 24.75 Å.

In contrast to the total number of maximal rigid domains, the number of rigid domains that cover the whole protein with minimal overlap, found approximately with the iterative algorithm, is more robust with respect to the value of $d_{\text{cut}}$, as plotted with open circles in Figures 5 and 6 for LsrB and AK, respectively. The graph for LsrB exhibits a plateau at $n = 3$ for $2.75 \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 6.5$ Å and $7.0 \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 7.5$ Å, and that for AK also has a plateau at $n = 3$ for $d_{\text{cut}} \geq 4.75$ Å. However, we note that in the case of LsrB, the three domains
selected for these values of cutoff are quite redundant, as can be seen in Figure 7 where the result for \( d_{\text{cut}} = 3.00 \) Å is shown as an example. As can be seen from the figure, the third domain is almost identical to the first domain, the size of their overlap being 185 residues. Compared to the sizes of the first and the third domains, which are 203 and 194, respectively, the size of the overlapping region forms 91% of the first domain and 95% and the third domain. In fact, the first and the second domains cover 98% of the whole protein, leaving only 5 residues uncovered at positions 1, 40–41, 269, and 274, as shown in Figure 7. The redundant third domain was required only to cover these gaps.

One way to remove the redundancy of the domains is to drop the overly strict requirement of full coverage. If we allow 10 residues to be left uncovered, being about 3% of the protein chain, only two domains are selected for \( 1.50 \) Å \( \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 3.75 \) Å, \( 4.75 \) Å \( \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 5.25 \) Å and \( 5.75 \) Å \( \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 6.75 \) Å, as shown in Figure 5 with open squares. In fact, with \( n = 2 \), the uncovered region does not exceed 10% of the whole protein chain for all the values of \( d_{\text{cut}} \) considered here, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S4 (b) with filled circles.

Postprocessing is an alternative way to prevent redundant domains. As shown in Figure 7, the residues uncovered by the first two domains form short gaps interspersed throughout the protein structure, most of which can be removed by postprocessing (see Methods). Indeed, postprocessing yields wide ranges of \( d_{\text{cut}} \) values where \( n = 2 \), at \( 4.50 \) Å \( \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 5.25 \) Å, and \( 6.00 \) Å \( \leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 6.50 \) Å, even if we require the full coverage (Fig. 5, filled squares).

In contrast to that of LsrB, the plateau at \( n = 3 \) for AK is quite robust. The plateau remains even if we allow 10 residues to be uncovered, comprising nearly 5% of the whole protein.
protein chain (Fig. 6, open squares). The plateau is robust also with respect to postprocessing (Fig. 6, filled squares). The plateau remains even when postprocessing is performed and ten residues are allowed to be uncovered at the same time (Fig. 6, crosses). The result indicates that the protein AK should be considered as consisting of three distinct domains. The three domains that cover most of the protein for $d_{\text{cut}} = 2.50$ Å, obtained without postprocessing, are shown in Supporting Information Figure S1, along with the twenty uncovered residues scattered throughout the structure.

The two domains for LsrB and the three domains for AK are also shown along the protein structures in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. In Figure 2, the domains for LsrB are selected for $d_{\text{cut}} = 3.00$ Å with the exact procedure, which do not deviate much from those obtained from the iterative procedure, and will be discussed again in the next section. The domains shown in Figure 3 are obtained for $d_{\text{cut}} = 2.50$ Å after postprocessing, which will also be discussed in more detail later.

Robustness with respect to the selection procedure

When the exact selection procedure is employed (See Methods section), two maximal rigid domains that cover the whole protein chain of LsrB can be found for certain values of $d_{\text{cut}}$, even without postprocessing. The result for $d_{\text{cut}} = 3.00$ Å is shown in Supporting Information Figure S2 as an example, where we see that the difference from the results obtained with the iterative procedure is quite small. These domains and their overlapping region are also shown in Figure 2 along the protein structure.

To quantitatively assess the difference between the exact and the iterative selection procedure, we compared the domains selected with these two procedures for 2.00 Å $\leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 8.00$ Å with interval of 0.25 Å in Supporting Information Figure S3, where we plotted the number of residues not common to the equivalent counterparts (method sensitivity), along with the size of the two domains. We see that the second domains selected by the two methods are more or less identical. On the other hand, the first domain is less robust with respect to the selection method. This is due to the fact that in the iterative procedure, the selection criterion for the first domain is its large size regardless of the size of the overlapping region. However, we see that the result is robust for most values of $d_{\text{cut}}$, except around the value of 4.25 Å. The reasonable robustness of the result in regard to the selection method justifies the approximate iterative selection procedure that is computationally much more efficient, since iterative and exact methods require computational times that are proportional to $nN$ and $N^3$, respectively.

Dependence on $d_{\text{cut}}$

The dependence of the selected domains of LsrB and AK on the value of $d_{\text{cut}}$ was examined for the range of $d_{\text{cut}}$ values considered in the previous section, in the absence of postprocessing. The two domains and three domains were examined for LsrB and AK, respectively. The sizes of the selected domains, as well the number of their common residues and those not belonging to either of these domains, are plotted in Supporting Information Figure S4. The results obtained from both the exact and the iterative methods are displayed for LsrB [Supporting Information Fig. S4(a,b)].

We see that the sizes of the selected domains as well as their common residues increase with increasing values of $d_{\text{cut}}$ for both proteins, but the size of the second domain of AK is rather robust with respect to the value of $d_{\text{cut}}$. For LsrB, two domains that cover the whole protein can be found using the exact procedure for $d_{\text{cut}} > 2.50$ Å [Supporting Information Fig. S4(a)]. When the two domains are selected using the approximate iterative method where the largest domain is found first and fixed, uncovered regions of sizes up to 10% of the sequence length appears [Supporting Information Fig. S4(b)]. However, except for 4.00 Å $\leq d_{\text{cut}} \leq 4.50$ Å, the domains obtained from the iterative method agrees well with those obtained with the exact method (Supporting Information Fig. S3), and consequently the size of the uncovered region does not exceed 4% [Supporting Information Fig. S4(b)]. For AK, the three domains selected from the iterative procedure covers the entire protein chain for $d_{\text{cut}} \geq 4.75$ Å [Supporting Information Fig. S4(c)].

Because the domain size does not contain information on the actual residues belonging to the domain, we also compared a domain and its equivalent counterpart obtained with a $d_{\text{cut}}$ value 0.25 Å smaller than the current one, and plotted the number of residues that are not common to these two equivalent domains as the function of $d_{\text{cut}}$ (Supporting Information Fig. S4, cutoff sensitivity). We see that domains with a 0.25 Å difference in $d_{\text{cut}}$ overlap reasonably well. Therefore, we see that the effect of increasing $d_{\text{cut}}$ is to increase the size the selected domains without an abrupt change in their numbers or identities, when a few residues are allowed to be uncovered. Because the number of common residues between the selected domains also increases with increasing value of $d_{\text{cut}}$, it can be considered as a free parameter that can be chosen according to the desired size of the hinge region. For example, for $d_{\text{cut}} = 3.00$ Å, we obtain the pair of maximal rigid domains that cover the whole...
sequence with an overlap size of 164 residues without postprocessing, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S2, whereas the size of the overlap region is 8 residues for \( d_{\text{cut}} = 1.25 \) Å with postprocessing, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S5. When one performs a molecular dynamics simulation with fixed conformations of the rigid domains covering the chain, the size of the hinge region is directly proportional to the degrees of freedom, which is to be chosen by making a compromise between computational costs and accuracy, by controlling the value of \( d_{\text{cut}} \).

**Comparison with other methods**

Our result can be compared with those of RigidFinder\(^\text{10}\) and DynDom\(^\text{15}\) which provide web servers that can be used easily. RigidFinder is a heuristic method that divides a protein structure into non-overlapping rigid regions. The largest rigid region is found by an approximate method and removed from the structure, and the computation is repeated until most of the conformation is covered. In contrast to the distance-based definition of rigid domains used in both DAGR and RigidFinder, DynDom defines rigid domains by clustering the residues according to the rotational vectors of their displacements after superposing two conformations. Therefore \( d_{\text{cut}} \) is needed only for DAGR and RigidFinder. Larger values of \( d_{\text{cut}} \) resulted in larger sizes of Domain 1 both for DAGR and RigidFinder (see Supporting Information Figs. S3 and S4 for DAGR data in the absence of postprocessing. The data for RigidFinder are not shown). DynDom did not allow any free parameter to be put in by users, so we adjusted the value of \( d_{\text{cut}} \) to 1.25 Å for LsrB in order to obtain the best agreement between RigidFinder and DynDom. The DAGR results obtained after postprocessing are compared with those obtained with RigidFinder and DynDom in Supporting Information Figure S5. We see that the size of the first domain (red) found by DAGR is 173, which is slightly larger than that obtained by RigidFinder (169), indicating that the largest rigid domain found by exact algorithm of DAGR is missed by RigidFinder. Because RigidFinder partitions the protein into non-overlapping domains, it also misses information on the overlap regions of rigid domains. DynDom also reports on hinge residues that are in accordance with our result for this example. However, definition of both the rigid domains and the hinge residues are different from ours in that they are defined in terms of local rotation vectors. In DynDom, the hinges are defined as residues near the inter-domain boundary with somewhat intermediate values of the rotation vectors.\(^\text{15}\) Our definition of the hinge region as comprising the common residues between the maximal rigid domains, provides more useful information on the property of inter-domain motion, as will be seen in the next example of *E. coli* AK. In fact, no common residues will exist on the inter-domain boundary if the boundary does not act as a hinge of a bending motion. Also, our method has an advantage that the size of the overlapping region can be controlled by \( d_{\text{cut}} \) as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, a hinge is not necessarily localized near a boundary, as can also be seen in Supporting Information Figure S2 where the hinge residues are shown in blue for \( d_{\text{cut}} = 3.00 \) Å in the absence of postprocessing.

The result for AK after postprocessing is shown in Figure 8 along with those obtained from RigidFinder and DynDom, where we set \( d_{\text{cut}} = 2.5 \) Å, the value used in Ref. [10] in a benchmark test. For simplicity of the figure, the first three domains are shown at once, where the first domain (CORE) is colored red, and the part of the second domain (LID) not covered by the first is colored green, and the part of the third domain (AMP-binding) not covered by the previous domains are colored blue. This method of output is the one used in RigidFinder.\(^\text{10}\) The overlapping regions of these three domains are also shown [Hinge (1–3)], so the full ranges of the second and the third domains can be easily reconstructed. We see that the first three domains cover most of the protein, leaving only three residues uncovered at positions 168–170. These three domains are also predicted from RigidFinder and DynDom. These domains are also extensively discussed in the literature, and called CORE, LID, and AMP-binding domains, respectively.\(^\text{90}\) The non-overlapping and overlapping parts of these three domains are also shown along the protein conformation in Figure 3.

In contrast to the case of LsrB, the DAGR result for AK has some clearly distinguishing features compared to those obtained from other methods. There are two boundaries between the CORE and the AMP-binding domains along the sequence, and in contrast to the case of LsrB studied in the previous sections, only one of them has overlapping region. This is due to the fact that the motions of the protein conformation with respect to these boundaries exhibit distinct behaviors. The segments of the CORE domain flanking the AMP-binding domain were extracted from both open and closed conformations, superposed with minimal root mean square deviation of their coordinates, and shown with AMP-binding domain in Supporting Information Figure S6. We see that indeed the AMP-binding domain undergoes bending with respect to the hinge residues. On the other hand, the other boundary lies at the opposite side of the hinge where these two domains close in toward each other. This information is hard to obtain from the hinge reported from DynDom, since hinge residues appear at each of the boundary by construction.

For the case of the CORE domain versus LID domain, one of the boundary forms a hinge, but the other boundary undergoes relatively smooth deformation instead of a sharp change (Supporting Information Fig.
This fact is indicated by the presence of uncovered residues at this boundary, and that an additional rigid domain has to be selected in order to cover this region, denoted as domain 4 in Figure 8. The DynDom also reports a relatively large hinge at this region, supporting this fact. We get similar large hinge regions if the 4th domain is included, as is clear in the figure.

There is a counterpart of this 4th domain also in the case of RigidFinder, but it should be noted that there is an additional rigid domain of size 5 at positions 53–57, separating the CORE domain. Because our result shows that the CORE rigid domain forms a contiguous stretch along the sequence without a break, the appearance of the additional domain seems to be an artifact of using an approximate algorithm for finding maximal rigid domains. Also note that in the RigidFinder, five residues are still uncovered at positions 51–52 and 69–71 even with the five rigid domains reported, whereas the four maximal rigid domains reported by DAGR fully cover the structure.

We see from Figure 6 that when 10 residues are allowed to be uncovered, two domains are enough cover the protein chain for $d_{cut} \geq 6.75$ Å and $d_{cut} \geq 7.75$ Å with and without postprocessing, respectively. The result for $d_{cut} = 8.00$ Å after postprocessing is shown in Supporting Information Figure S8 as an example, where these two domains that cover most of the protein are shown to be the CORE and LID domains, leaving only nine residues uncovered at the center of what used to be the AMP-binding domain. This result corresponds to a low-resolution description of the conformational change where the relatively small movement of the AMP-binding domain relative to the CORE domain is neglected and the AMP-binding domain is effectively absorbed into the CORE domain. Only the large movement of the LID domain with respect to the CORE domain is taken into account at this scale (Supporting Information Fig. S8).

We also applied the current method to the set of proteins used in Table I in Ref. [10]. Some of the results are shown in Table II, which are sorted according to the number of maximal rigid domains $N$. The E. coli adenylate kinase studied in the previous sections is included in this set, which is denoted simply as phosphotransferase. Structures with different sequences for malate dehydrogenase were compared in Ref. [10], which is not included here since the result may strongly depend on how we align the two proteins. The same values of $d_{cut}$ were used as in Table I in Ref. [10]. Postprocessing was also performed and the same level of coverage was required as in the case of RigidFinder for a fair comparison. We see that the number of selected domains with minimal overlap and maximal coverage, $n$, are in reasonable agreement with the number of rigid domains found from RigidFinder and DynDom, denoted as $n_{RF}$ and $n_{DD}$. On the other hand, we find that the maximum size of the rigid domains found with the current method, $L_{max}$, is always larger than that obtained with RigidFinder, $L_{RF}^{max}$, due to the exact nature of our computation. It is to be noted that the comparing the maximum size of the rigid domain with that of DynDom is not very meaningful since their definition of a rigid domain is different from ours.

**Prediction of rigid domains**

We also combined DAGR with ANM to predict rigid domains. The total number of predicted rigid domains as a function of $\delta_{cut}$ exhibits behavior similar to that of actual rigid domains as a function of $d_{cut}$ in that it decreases with an increasing cutoff value, as shown in Supporting Information Figures S9 and S10 for LsrB and AK, respectively.

Rigid domains with maximal coverage and minimal overlap tend to fragment even after postprocessing, especially for larger values of $\delta_{cut}$, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S11 for the case of the first domain.
of LsrB, which was predicted from the open conformation. This problem, which is not seen in cases of actual rigid domains computed from two conformations, is probably due to errors in the predicted motion. To avoid this problem, we added another selection criterion for the case of domain prediction, in which the domain containing the longest stretch of contiguous residues in the nonoverlapping region is selected before considering the other criteria, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S12. For the computation of actual rigid domains from two conformations, the result does not change for most values of $d_{\text{cut}}$, except for a trivial reordering of the domains, but the number of selected domains becomes slightly more robust (data not shown). As in the case of actual rigid domains computed from two conformations, the number of selected rigid domains is much less than the total number of maximal rigid domains, and approximately robust with respect to the value of $\delta_{\text{cut}}$, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S13.

The predicted maximal rigid domains are shown in Figures 9 and 10 for LsrB and E. coli AK, respectively, for two selected values of $\delta_{\text{cut}}$, and compared with the actual rigid domains computed from two conformations for two selected values of $d_{\text{cut}}$ as well as the results from previous methods for rigid domain prediction, StoneHinge and HingeProt. StoneHinge consists of two methods, StoneHingeP and StoneHingeD. StoneHingeP is based on the FIRST method, which counts various constraints in the protein structure and identifies overconstrained and underconstrained regions as rigid and flexible, respectively. StoneHingeD is based on DomDecomp, which utilizes GNM. HingeProt also utilizes GNM for domain parsing, and ANM for predicting the motion. Only the HingeProt result from the slowest mode is shown here, although HingeProt also reports the result from the next slowest mode.

We note that it is easier to predict the rigid domain using ENM from the open conformation, where rigid domains are well separated, than from the closed conformation, which also can be seen from the DAGR results. For example, the predicted domains for LsrB tend to become slightly fragmented when the closed conformation is used (Fig. 9). The prediction results from StoneHingeD and HingeProt are more robust with respect to the conformation used for the prediction, which seems to be due to the additional filter used in these methods for assigning a domain, such as the continuity of $\beta$-sheets or the compactness score. Note, however, that StoneHingeD predicts three domains for LsrB instead of two from both the open and closed conformations (Fig. 9). For E. coli AK, all the methods predict two domains, most of them failing to assign the AMP binding domain as an independent domain. For unknown reasons, StoneHingeD includes this region in the LID domain and DAGR assigns it into both the LID and CORE domains simultaneously when the closed conformation is used for prediction (Fig. 10).

Overall, the domains predicted by combining DAGR with ANM agree reasonably well with the actual rigid domains as well as those from other methods (Figs. 9 and 10), but DAGR provides additional information on the overlap between rigid domains. In contrast, both StoneHingeD and HingeProt are methods that partition the protein into nonoverlapping domains, and the hinge residues are defined as either pairs of residues (StoneHingeD) or one residue (HingeProt) at each interdomain boundary, and thus are extremely localized. In addition, although StoneHingeP shares the feature with DAGR that the hinge region is not necessarily localized,
the hinge region in StoneHingeP is a flexible region between relatively rigid domains, which is conceptually different from that of DAGR in which the hinge region is defined as the overlapping region between the rigid domains. Given that these two methods are based on distinct conceptual frameworks, we consider the information provided by the two methods to be complementary.

To summarize, a simple combination of ANM with DAGR without additional sophisticated filters is able to yield reasonably good prediction results. This finding demonstrates the predictive power of ANM as well as the utility of the DAGR method for predicting the hinge region as the overlap of rigid domains.

**Figure 9**

The rigid domains of LsrB computed using DAGR from two conformations for $d_{cut} = 2.0\text{Å}$ and $d_{cut} = 3.0\text{Å}$, as well as prediction results obtained by applying DAGR and ANM to open and closed conformations, for $\delta_{cut} = 0.04$ and $\delta_{cut} = 0.06$. The nonoverlapping part of the rigid domains are shown in color and the overlapping region is shown in grey. Prediction results of StoneHingeP, StoneHingeD, and HingeProt are also shown. Hinge residues reported by StoneHingeP are shown as grey region. For StoneHingeD and HingeProt, the hinge residues are defined as one or two residues at the inter-domain boundary. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

**Figure 10**

The rigid domains of *E. coli* AK computed using DAGR from two conformations for $d_{cut} = 2.0\text{Å}$ and $d_{cut} = 2.5\text{Å}$, as well as prediction results obtained by applying DAGR and ANM to open and closed conformations, for $\delta_{cut} = 0.06$ and $\delta_{cut} = 0.08$. The notations are the same as in Figure 9.

**Computation time**

When computing actual rigid domains of LsrB from two conformations, with $d_{cut} = 3.00\text{Å}$, the central processing unit (CPU) time for generating 48,421 rigid domains is of the order of 0.01 seconds using an Intel i3 CPU (3.30 GHz). The time for selecting the final two or three domains covering the protein is also of the same order if we choose the approximate iterative method, whereas it takes about 30 seconds if we use the exact method. In the benchmark test results in Table II, the
time for generating all the maximal rigid domains is denoted as \( T_{\text{gen}} \) and that for postprocessing and selecting the domains with maximal coverage and minimal overlap, is denoted as \( T_{\text{proc}} \). We see that when the number of maximal rigid domains is \(<5 \times 10^5\), it takes only a few seconds to generate the domains and less than a second to process and select the domains that cover the whole protein with minimal overlap. For aspartate aminotransferase, whose total number of maximal rigid domains is around \( 5 \times 10^6 \), \( T_{\text{gen}} \) and \( T_{\text{proc}} \) increase to 18 seconds and 1 second, respectively. The number of maximal rigid domains for alcohol dehydrogenase was about \( 6 \times 10^7 \), which could be counted in about 1 min, but \( T_{\text{proc}} \) is about 2 minutes, most of which is due to postprocessing. Without postprocessing, the time to select the final domains takes less than ten seconds. For the remaining four proteins in Table I of Ref. [10], the number of maximal rigid domains exceeded \( 10^8 \), in which case even the hinge region, which plays a crucial role in the large-scale movement of the protein, could not be generated in a reasonable amount of time. Because the number of maximal rigid domains is not known beforehand, the most reasonable way to utilize the current method is to set the limit on the number of maximal rigid domains to be around \( 10^8 \), and stop the computation when this limit is reached. Then the user should either increase the value of \( d_{\text{cut}} \) with an expectation that the number of maximal rigid domains will decrease, or resort to other heuristic methods to find approximate rigid domains.

In the case of rigid domain prediction, additional time is required for diagonalizing a \( 3N_s \times 3N_s \) matrix, which is expected to scale as \( O(N_s^3) \). Including a few seconds of overhead for memory allocation, it takes about 2 seconds for Bungtoroxin with \( N_s = 74 \) to about 4.5 minutes for Pyruvate phosphate dikinase with \( N_s = 872 \).

**Web server**

We implemented our algorithm on a web server, which is available at http://dna.ssu.ac.kr/index.php?pid=program.

**DISCUSSION**

The advantage of the current method, DAGR, is that since it generates all the maximal rigid domains, one can select the maximal rigid domains with desired properties such as minimal overlap and maximal coverage, or maximal length of the longest stretch of contiguous residues in the non-overlapping region, along with flexibility as to how much of the protein can be left uncovered by these domains. Furthermore, the overlap of the maximal rigid domains provides us with valuable information on the hinge region, which is missed with methods that partition the protein into non-overlapping domains. The existence of the free parameter \( d_{\text{cut}} \) provides an additional convenience in that a user can control the size of the hinge region.

The cost of exhaustive enumeration of all the maximal rigid domains may become formidable both in terms of CPU time and memory requirements, when there are too many maximal rigid domains for a given value of \( d_{\text{cut}} \), but it is possible to overcome the size problem by using parallelization. The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm can be easily adapted for parallel computation, so that a number of computational nodes share the burden of computation.91 The key point is to implement dynamical load balancing so that the work is distributed fairly and no node becomes idle while others are working hard.

To predict rigid domains using DAGR, an alternate conformation has to be generated. Although we employed ANM to perform the task, any method of protein motion prediction can be used. In fact, the prediction results from combination of DAGR and ANM show that there are rooms for improvement. Perhaps the performance can be enhanced by replacing ANM with physics-based force fields, based on either all-atom or coarse-grained models.

**CONCLUSION**

In this article, we have presented a novel method, DAGR, for computing maximal rigid domains based on an algorithm for finding maximal cliques in graph theory. The current method easily generates all the maximal rigid domains present, and selects the maximal rigid domains with minimal overlap with the desired level of coverage, all within several seconds, as long as the actual number of maximal rigid domains does not exceed \( 5 \times 10^8 \). The overlap region of the selected maximal rigid domains corresponds to the hinge region, which plays a crucial role in the large-scale movement of the protein. The existence or absence of the overlap reveals the nature of the inter-domain motion, and its size can be controlled for the purpose of molecular dynamics simulations where most of the residues in the rigid domains are to be fixed. We also showed that the method can also be used for predicting the rigid domains from a single conformation, by generating alternative conformation via ANM.
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